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Theoretical study of transition radiation from hot electrons
generated in the laser–solid interaction

Jian Zheng,a) K. A. Tanaka,b) T. Miyakoshi, Y. Kitagawa, R. Kodama, T. Kurahashi,
and T. Yamanaka
Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, 2-6 Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan

~Received 5 February 2003; accepted 27 March 2003!

Transition radiation from a beam of hot electrons generated in ultraintense laser plasma interaction
is theoretically studied. The total radiation is separated into two parts: one is incoherent transition
radiation~ITR!, the other is coherent transition radiation~CTR!. The spectrum of ITR just depends
on the particle velocity distribution in the beam. The angular distribution of ITR varies from sin2 u,
and approaches the angular distribution of the beam when the hot electron temperature increases
from the nonrelativistic limit (T!mc2) to the ultrarelativistic limit (T@mc2). The spectrum of
CTR is dependent on the particle configuration as well as their velocities. Any microbunching in the
beam can greatly enhance the CTR intensity at the microbunching frequency, from which the
dominant heating process can be inferred. The effects of target thickness and hot electron
temperature on CTR intensity are also calculated. The simplified model shows that the CTR
intensity decreases with the increase of the target thickness, and increases with the hot electron
temperature. The divergence of the beam can broaden the CTR spectrum. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1576388#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in e
getic ~hot! electrons generated in ultraintense laser plas
interactions because of their many potential applications
various fields, such as plasma accelerators,1,2 fast ignition,3,4

and positron–electron plasmas.5,6 Up to now, many heating
mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of t
hot electrons in laser plasma interactions: stimulated Ra
scattering,7 vacuum heating,8 j3B heating,9 betatron
acceleration,10 and many others. Hot electrons have be
studied by various methods: directly measuring electron
ergy spectra by using an electron spectrometer,2,11,12or indi-
rectly by detectingKa x-ray emission,13,14 or bremsstrah-
lung x-ray emission.14–16 These measurements can provi
valuable information on the hot electrons, such as the e
tron energy spectrum, electron number, and electron b
divergence. Occasionally, we need more information to c
firm which heating mechanism is the dominant process
certain experiment. The bunch form of a beam of hot el
trons could be direct evidence of the dominant heating p
cess because the hot electrons acquire characteristic
crobunching in different heating process. For examp
electrons are accelerated once in the forward direction in
laser circle in vacuum heating,8 but twice in one laser circle
in j3B heating.9 Therefore, the hot electrons generated ij
3B heating should have a different bunch form from tho
produced in vacuum heating. If we can measure the
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crobunch of hot electrons, we can definitely know the dom
nant heating process. Unfortunately, the methods mentio
above cannot give us such information. In this respec
radiation phenomenon, i.e., transition radiation, can prov
an approach to the detailed measurement of hot electron

Transition radiation is a radiation phenomenon in whi
electromagnetic waves are emitted when a charged par
moves across the interface between two media with differ
dielectric constants.17,18 Transition radiation has been exte
sively studied by using accelerators. It has been studie
the x-ray region,19–21the far-infrared region,22–24and the op-
tical region.26–28Coherent transition radiation is more attra
tive because it can provide valuable detailed information
electron beams. Coherent transition radiation has been
perimentally studied in the far-infrared region,22–25 and in
the optical region.27–29 By detecting coherent transition ra
diation, the characteristics of electron beams, such as t
three-dimensional distributions and the divergence of e
trons in a bunch,24 and electron-beam microbunching,25,28,29

have been measured. Very recently, Batonet al. reported
their first measurement of coherent transition radiation fr
hot electrons generated in laser solid interactions.30 How-
ever, hot electrons generated in laser plasma interaction h
properties different from those in accelerators. Usually,
electrons in an accelerator are highly collimated and mo
chromatic. Hot electrons produced in laser plasma inter
tions have a divergence angle, and a Boltzmann energy
tribution. Therefore, it is necessary to develop transit
radiation theory to include the case of hot electrons. We h
theoretically studied transition radiation in the condition r
evant to hot electrons generated in ultraintense laser pla
interactions.31 In that paper, we consider the case that h
electrons are collimated, and move along the target norm
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In this article, we extend our previous research to more
alistic conditions. For the sake of simplification, howev
some physics is not included in our calculations, such as
influences of self-generated magnetic field, and small an
scattering of hot electrons inside the dense plasma. In Se
we derive the formulas of transition radiation. In Secs.
and IV, we discuss the spectra of incoherent and cohe
transition radiation. Finally, we draw conclusions in Sec.

II. EQUATIONS OF TRANSITION RADIATION

We consider transition radiation from a beam ofN elec-
trons passing through a target foil. The configuration of o
calculation is shown in Fig. 1. As seen in this figure, the r
surface of the target locates at the plane ofz50, and the
front surface locates at the plane ofz52d, whered is the
target thickness. The ambient is vacuum. Hot electrons g
erated at the front surface move from the left to the rig
The origin of the coordinate system of our calculation is
point where the beam center crosses the rear surface
decompose the particle velocityv, the particle coordinater ,
and the wave vectork of the radiation into the tangential an
normal components: v5(w,u)5(vx ,vy ,vz), r5(r,z)
5(x,y,z), andk5(q,h)5(kx ,ky ,kz). The particle moving
direction and the radiation emission direction are descri
by the two sets of the angles,~Q,F! and ~u,f!, respectively.
With these angles, the particle velocity can be written av
5v(sinQ cosF,sinQ sinF,cosQ), and the wave vector o
the radiation ask5k(sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu). In what
follows, we derive the formulas of the transition radiatio
into the vacuum (z.0) as hot electrons pass through the re
surface of the target.

We start our calculation from the set of the equations32

¹2A2
ê

c2

]2

]t2 A52
4p

c
e(

i 51

N

vid@z2ui~ t2t i !#

3d@r2ri2wi~ t2t i !#, ~1a!

êS ¹2w2
ê

c2

]2

]t2 w D524pe(
i 51

N

vid@z2ui~ t2t i !#

3d@r2ri2wi~ t2t i !#, ~1b!

where A and w are the vector and scalar potentials of t
electromagnetic fields,d(¯) is thed-function,c is the light
speed,t i is the time when thei th electron crosses the rea
surface,vi5(wi ,ui) is the velocity of thei th electron,ri is

FIG. 1. Configuration of the calculation.
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the tangential coordinate of thei th electron at the timet i , ê
is an operator defined byê exp(2ivt)5e(v)exp(2ivt),32 and
e~v! is the dielectric function of the target material. Here, w
do not consider the magnetic properties of the target m
rial, and simply set the magnetic permeability equal to
Since radiation field is transverse, and satisfies the disper
relationk25ev2/c2, wherev is the radiation frequency, the
Fourier component of an radiation field can be written as

Er~k,v!5Ez
r@ ẑ2~h/q2!q#d~k22ev2/c2!, ~2!

whereẑ is the unit vector along thez-axis,d(k22ev2/c2) is
the d-function, andEz

r is the amplitude of the field. Follow-
ing the method developed in Ref. 33, we obtainEz

r in the
vacuum (z.0),

Ez
r5(

i 51

N

Ei~wi ,ui !e
ivt i2 iq•ri, ~3!

where

Ei52 i
4~2p!2euh2u

~ uh1u1euh2u!ui

3H 2
~q22evq•wi /c2!~11uh1u/k i !

q21k i
22e~v/c!2

1
~q22vq•wi /c2!~e1uh1u/k i !

q21k i
22~v/c!2 J , ~4!

and

h152Aev2/c22q2, h25Av2/c22q2,
~5!

k i5~v2q•wi !/ui .

The energy spectrum of transition radiation into the so
angledV is then given by

d2E
dvdV

5
c

4~2p!6 sin2 u U(i 51

N

Ei~wi ,ui !e
ivt i2 iq•riU2

, ~6!

wherev>0.
We separate the spectrum of transition radiation~6! into

two parts: the spectrum of incoherent transition radiat
~ITR! and the spectrum of coherent transition radiati
~CTR!. The former is the summation of the radiation spec
from individual particles, and the latter is governed by t
interference between the radiation waves from differ
charges. The ITR spectrum is given by

d2EITR

dvdV
5

c

4~2p!6 sin2 u (
i 51

N

uEi~wi ,ui !u2, ~7!
 or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and the CTR spectrum is given by

d2ECTR

dvdV
5

c

4~2p!6 sin2 u (
i , j 51
( iÞ j )

N

Ei~wi ,ui !Ej* ~wj ,uj !

3eiv(t i2t j )2 iq•(ri2rj ). ~8!
th
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Equation ~4! becomes rather lengthy after substitutin
Eq. ~5! into it. This equation can be simplified if the target
made of good conductor like aluminum and silver. In th
case, we haveueu@1 in the optical and lower frequency re
gion. Lettingueu→`, Eq. ~4! is simplified,
e

a single
Ei52 i
4~2p!2eb i

c

sinu cosQ i@sinu2b i sinu cos~f2F i !#

@~12b i sinu sinQ i cos~f2F i !!22b i
2 cos2 u cos2 Q i #

, ~9!

whereb i5v i /c is the normalized particle velocity, and (Q i ,F i) is the particle moving direction. In the limit ofueu→`,
transition radiation can be considered as the radiation due to the creation~annihilation! of an electric dipole consisting of th
electron and its image charge when an electron leaves~impacts! the conductor surface.

Before the discussions of transition radiation from an electron beam, we briefly discuss it from single particle. For
electron, the transition radiation spectrum is given by

d2Esingle

dvdV
5

e2

p2c

b2 cos2 Q@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#2

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#2 . ~10!
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If the electron just moves in the plane perpendicular to
z-axis, i.e.,Q590°, transition radiation vanishes. This res
is natural because the electron does not cross the inter
The intensity of transition radiation becomes zero at
emission angle,

u05arcsin@b sinQ cos~f2F!#.

Whenf5F, we haveu05arcsin(b sinQ). In the ultrarela-
tivistic case, this angle approachesQ. In the cross plane o
f5F, the intensity of transition radiation has two maxim
around the angleu0 , which are located at

umax5arcsin~b sinQ6A~b21/b!21~12b2!cos2 Q!.

When b→1, we also haveumax→Q. Therefore, transition
radiation is emitted within a small angle along the directi
of the moving charge in the ultrarelativistic case. In Fig.
we plot in the cross plane off5F the angular distribution
of transition radiation from a single electron with vario

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of transition radiation in the cross plane off
5F from single electron with different energies, where the moving dir
tion of the electron is (Q,F)5(20°,180°).
e

ce.
e

,

energies, whose moving angle is (Q,F)5(20°,180°). As
seen in this figure, the radiation vanishes near the angl
u520°. And as the electron energy increases, the angle
the two maxima move towards 20°. In the nonrelativis
case, we approximately have

d2Esingle

dvdV
5

e2

p2c
b2 cos2 Q sin2 u.

The radiation energy is proportional to the electron kine
energy, and its angular distribution is described by sin2 u.
This results is the same with the radiation from an elec
dipole in the nonrelativistic case.

In the following two sections, we discuss the spectra
ITR and CTR based on Eqs.~7!, ~8!, and~9!.

III. INCOHERENT TRANSITION RADIATION

The ITR spectrum is the summation of radiation spec
from individual electrons. It depends only on the velociti
of the electrons of concern. Since the number of hot el
trons generated in ultraintense laser plasma interaction
usually very large, we can describe the hot electrons q
well with a velocity distribution function, which is defined a
the average of the exact velocity distribution,

f v~v!5K 1

N (
i 51

N

d~v2vi !L , ~11!

where the averagê̄ & is taken over physical infinitesima
volume in velocity space that still contains many electro
The average in Eq.~11! can also be considered as an e
semble average.34 In this case, we image that an infinite s
ries of N-electron beams is created under identical con
tions.

With the aid of the velocity distribution function, we ca
replace the summation in Eq.~7! with the integral,

-
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d2EITR

dvdV
5

cN

4~2p!6 sin2 u E dvf v~v!uE~w,u!u2. ~12!

Substituting Eq.~9! into Eq. ~12!, the ITR spectrum is now given by

d2EITR

dvdV
5

e2N

p2c E dv
b2 cos2 Q@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#2f v~v!

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#2 . ~13!

As seen in Eq.~13!, the frequency spectrum of ITR is independent of the radiation frequency. This result means that t
spectrum is flat when the conditionueu@1 is satisfied.

In Eq. ~12!, the ITR spectrum is written as a functional of the velocity distribution function of hot electrons. How
what we can measure in actual experiment is the energy distribution function.11 Using the relation between particle veloci
and energy, Eq.~13! can be written as

d2EITR

dvdV
5

e2N

p2c E d«dQdF
b2 sinQ cos2 Q@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#2f «~«,Q,F!

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#2 , ~14!
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where«5(12b2)21/221 is the electron kinetic energy no
malized with mc2. Both simulations9 and experiments11

show that hot electrons generated in ultraintense laser pla
interactions have approximately a Boltzmann energy dis
bution, i.e.,

f «~«,Q,F!}e2«/T,

where T is the hot electron temperature normalized w
mc2. Usually, the angular distribution of hot electrons
complicated. Here, for the purpose of analytical calculati
we assume that hot electron beam is symmetric about
z-axis, and diverges as cos2 Q. Under these assumptions, th
function f «(«,Q,F) is given by

f «~«,Q,F!5
3

2pT
e2«/T cos2 Q. ~15!

Substituting the distribution function~15! into Eq. ~14!, and
integrating overQ andF, we obtain the angular distributio
of ITR spectrum,

d2EITR

dvdV
5

3e2N

4p2Tc E0

`

d«
exp~2«/T!

b3

3H F3~b221!1S 11

2
2

9

2
b2D cos2 uG ln 11b

12b

1
b

3
~18116b2cos2 u212b2233 cos2 u!J .

~16!

We further integrate Eq.~16! over the solid angledV in the
forward half space, and then obtain the ITR energy in
frequency intervaldv,

dEITR

dv
5

3e2N

2pTc E0

`

d«
exp~2«/T!

b3

3F S 3

2
b22

7

6D ln
11b

12b
1

b

3 S 72
20

3
b2D G . ~17!

The angular distribution of ITR depends on the hot el
tron temperatureT, as seen from Eq.~16!. When the tem-
perature is extremely high, most electrons have veloci
nloaded 17 Jun 2011 to 133.1.91.151. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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close to the light speed. Equation~16! is then dominated by
the term proportional to ln@(11b)/(12b)#. Letting b51 in
Eq. ~16!, and noticing that ln@(11b)/(12b)#'2 ln 2(11«)
whenb→1, we approximately have

d2E ITR

dvdV
;

3e2N

2p2Tc E0

`

d« exp~2«/T!ln@2~11«!#cos2 u

}cos2 u. ~18!

We can see that whenT@1 the angular distribution of ITR
approaches cos2 u, the same with that of the electron beam
This result is quite understandable. We know from the sin
particle theory that transition radiation from a single char
is emitted within a small angle around the charge mov
direction when the charge is ultrarelativistic. As a cons
quence, the angular distribution of ITR is close to that
particle beam because the ITR spectrum is the summatio
transition radiation spectra from individual particles.

In the nonrelativistic case, most electrons have veloci
far slower than the light speed, i.e.,b!1. We expand the
integrand in Eq.~16! in a power series ofb, and just keep the
lowest order term. We obtain

d2E ITR

dvdV
;

3e2N

5p2Tc E0

`

d« exp~2«/T!b2 sin2 u}sin2 u.

~19!

The angular distribution of ITR becomes sin2 u, independent
of that of the hot electron beam when the beam energ
nonrelativistic.

The above discussions show that the angular distribu
of ITR from a beam of electrons described by the distrib
tion function~15! varies from sin2 u to cos2 u as the tempera-
ture increases fromT!1 to T@1. It is straightforward to
imagine that the angular distribution could become flat wh
the temperature is appropriate. Figure 3 shows the ang
distribution of the ITR from a beam of hot electrons wi
various temperatures. As seen from this figure, when
temperature is very low, or extremely high, the angular d
tribution approaches sin2 u or cos2 u, respectively, as we pre
dict. In the temperature range from 2 MeV to 4 MeV, th
angular distribution of the ITR is nearly flat.
 or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The ITR energy increases with the increase of the te
peratureT. When the electron is nonrelativistic, the radiati
energy from a single particle is proportional to its kine
energy. Hence, the total radiation energy is proportiona
the hot electron temperatureT after averaging over the
Boltzmann energy distribution. When the electrons are
trarelativistic, the radiation energy from a single particle i
logarithm function of its energy, see Eq.~18!. Hence the
radiation energy increases slowly with the increase of
electron temperature in the very high temperature reg
Presented in Fig. 4 is the variation of the quant
dEITR /Ndv with the temperatureT. When the temperature i
1 MeV, this quantity is about 3310230 erg s. Hence the av
erage radiation energy from one electron into the solid an
DV and the frequency intervalDv is roughly given by

EITR /N;3310230Dv~DV/2p!.

As an example, the radiation energy per hot electron is ab
6310219 erg into an f/5 detection system with a 10-n

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of incoherent transition radiation from a be
of hot electrons with various temperatures, where the distribution func
of hot electrons is given by Eq.~15!.
h

nloaded 17 Jun 2011 to 133.1.91.151. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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bandpass filter centering at 700 nm. This means that ab
53106 hot electrons can generate one photon in the wa
length range of detection. The yield of ITR is very low
Hence it could be difficult to measure ITR in an experime
because other radiation process, like blackbody radia
from the heated target, may have a similar level in the wa
length of interest.

IV. COHERENT TRANSITION RADIATION

The spectrum of CTR is more complex in comparis
with that of ITR. It depends not only on the particle veloc
ties but also on the particle configuration. As we did in S
III, we introduce a new distribution functionf t(t,r,v),
which is defined by

f t~t,r,v!

5K 1

N (
i 51

N

d~t2t i !d~r2ri !d~w2wi !d~u2ui !L . ~20!

Substituting Eq.~9! into Eq. ~8!, and replacing the summa
tion with an integral, the CTR spectrum is now given by

n

FIG. 4. Dependence of the energy of incoherent transition radiation on
hot electron temperature, where the hot electrons are described by the
tribution function~15!.
d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2N~N21!

p2c U E dtdrdv
b cosQ@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#
f ~t,r,v!eivt2 iq•rU2

. ~21!
n

on
e

-

n

Generally, the integral in Eq.~21! is too complicated to cal-
culate analytically. In the follows, we will discuss it wit
some assumptions for simplification.

A. A simple model

If the distribution functionf t(t,r,v) can be written as
the product of two independent parts,

f t~t,r,v!5n~t,r! f v~v!, ~22!

the CTR spectrum~21! can be written as

d2ECTR

dvdV
5~N21!uñ~v,q!u2

d2EITR

dvdV
, ~23!
where ñ(v,q) is the Fourier transformation of the functio
n(t,r),

ñ~v,q!5E dtdrn~t,r!eivt2 iq•r. ~24!

We can see from Eq.~23! that the intensity of CTR could be
much stronger than that of ITR in the frequency regi
where ñ(v,q) is notably different from zero because th
electron numberN is usually very large. Therefore, CTR
could be easily measured in an experiment.

Since d2EITR /dvdV is independent of radiation fre
quency under our assumption, Eq.~23! indicates that the
profile of CTR spectrum is fully determined by the functio
 or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ñ(v,q). The angular distribution of CTR also depends
ñ(v,q) because of the relationq5(v/c)sinu. As an ex-
ample, we take

n~t,r!5
~11D cosv0t!

A2pt0@11D exp~2v0
2t0

2/2!#

3e2t2/2t0
2 1

2pa2 e2r2/2a2
, ~25!

wherev0 is the microbunching frequency in the beam,D is
the microbunching amplitude,t0 is the duration of electron
pulse, anda is the beam radius. The Fourier transformati
of Eq. ~25! is

ñ~v,q!5ñ,~v!ñ'~q!,

whereñ,(v) and ñ'(q) are given by

ñ,~v!5
1

11D exp~2v0
2t0

2/2!
H expS 2

v2t0
2

2 D
1

D

2
expS 2

~v2v0!2t0
2

2 D J ~26!

and

ñ'~q!5exp~2q2a2/2!5expS 2
v2a2

2c2 sin2 u D . ~27!

As seen from Eq.~26!, transition radiation is always cohere
in the low frequency range thatv&t0

21. The intensity of
CTR is also greatly enhanced near the microbunching
quency v0 . It is this property of the CTR spectrum tha
provides us a way to infer microbunching in hot electr
beam; a sharp spike in the CTR spectrum should corresp
to one microbunching frequency in the hot electron bea
The angular distribution of CTR is described byñ'(q).
From Eq.~27!, it is easy to see that CTR is mainly within th
angle,

u&
l

2pa
,

wherel52pc/v is the the radiation wavelength. If the ra
diation wavelength is much smaller than the beam rad
this angle is very small. Unlike the angular distribution
ITR, which depends on the hot electron temperature, the
gular distribution function is mainly determined by the Fo
rier transformation of the transverse profile of the hot el
tron beam. A measurement of CTR angular distribution co
give an estimate of hot electron radius.

B. A more realistic model

In general, the distribution functionf t cannot be simply
written as the form of Eq.~22!. This function depends no
nloaded 17 Jun 2011 to 133.1.91.151. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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n-
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only on the generation of hot electrons in laser plasma in
action, but also on the propagation of hot electrons in
target. To study the evolution of this function, we introduce
new distribution function defined as

f ~ t,r ,v!5K 1

N (
i 51

N

d~r2r i !d~v2vi !L . ~28!

Following the Klimontovich procedure, we can see that t
distribution function should satisfy a kinetic equation with
collision term.35 Generally, the collision term in this kinetic
equation is extremely complicated because numerous sca
ing processes can happen when energetic electrons pr
gates in target. Extreme electromagnetic fields can be dr
when intense electron beam propagates in dense pla
These self-generated fields can profoundly affect the pro
gation of the beam, and henceforth, the spectrum of cohe
transition radiation. However, the inclusion of these effe
will make analytical calculation impossible. As the zero
order approximation, we just neglect any interactions
tween hot electrons and target matter. In this limit, the
electrons move freely in the target. The distribution functi
f (t,r ,v) then satisfies the kinetic equation,

] f

]t
1v•

] f

]r
50. ~29!

When an ultrashort laser pulse interacts with a solid targ
hot electrons are generated in a very thin layer around
front surface of the target.8 The hot electrons propagate
distance which is equal to the target thickness, and then c
the rear surface. Assuming that att50 ad-like electron pulse
is generated at the front surface, i.e.,

f ~0,r ,v!5
1

2pa2 d~z1d!e2r2/2a2
f v~v!, ~30!

the distribution functionf (t,r ,v) is then given by

f ~ t,z,r,v!5
1

2pa2 d~z1d2ut!e2(r2wt)2/2a2
f v~v!. ~31!

Noticing the relation betweenf t(t,r,v) and f (t,z,r,v),

f t~t,r,v!dt5 f ~t,z,r,v!uz50dz,

we obtain

f t~t,r,v!5
1

2pa2 d~t2d/u!e2(r2wt)2/2a2
f v~v!. ~32!

Substituting Eq.~32! into Eq. ~21!, and integrating overr,
we obtain
d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2N~N21!

p2c
e2q2a2U E dtdvei (v2q•w)td~t2d/u! f v~v!

b cosQ@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#
U2

.
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A series of electron micropulses can be generated wi
the duration of a laser pulse. For example, when vacu
heating takes effect, forward hot electrons are generated
in a laser circle;8 when j3B heating dominates, energet
electrons can be accelerated twice in a laser circle.9 There-
fore, it is reasonable to make the assumption that a serie
electron micropulses is generated att5t1 ,t2 ,... . Thetime
interval between two adjacent electron micropulsess5ta
o-

c

a

ro
m
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2ta21 could be a constant if only one heating process ta
effect. Obviously, this time interval is determined by th
heating mechanism. In the examples mentioned aboves
5l0 /c in the vacuum heating, ands5l0/2c in j3B heat-
ing, wherel0 is the incident laser wavelength. Assumin
that the properties of hot electrons~number, temperature
etc.! in every micropulse are the same, and summating
contributions from all these electron micropulses, we hav
d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2Nb
2

p2c
e2q2a2U E dtdvei (v2q•w)t (

a51

L

d~t2ta2d/u! f v~v!eiq•wta

3
b cosQ@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#
U2

, ~33!
e a
n

whereNb5N/L is the electron number in an electron micr
pulse,L5t0 /s is the total number of micropulses, andt0 is
the duration of the laser pulse.

1. One-dimensional case

As a first step, we consider the condition that all ele
trons move along thez-direction. In this case, Eq.~33! be-
comes

d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2Nb
2

p2c
sin2 ue2q2a2U E dtdbeivt

3 (
a51

L

d~t2ta2t0 /b!
b f v~b!

~12b2 cos2 u!U
2

,

~34!
-

where t05d/c. We again assume that hot electrons hav
Boltzmann energy distribution. The velocity distributio
function is given by

f v~b!5
b

T~12b2!3/2e2«/T. ~35!

Substituting Eq.~35! into Eq. ~32!, and integrating overb,
we obtain

d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2Nb
2

p2cT2t0
2 sin2 ue2q2a2U E dteivtg~t,u,T,d!U2

,

~36!

where the functiong(t,u,T,d) is defined as
g~t,u,T,d!5 (
a51

L
~ t0 /~t2ta!!4 exp@2~1/A12~ t0 /~t2ta!!221!/T#

@12~ t0 /~t2ta!!2 cos2 u#@12~ t0 /~t2ta!!2#3/2 . ~37!
The CTR spectrum is determined by the Fourier transform
tion of the functiong(t,u,T,d), see Eq.~36!. Denoting

g̃~v!5E dteivtg~t,u,T,d!, ~38!

we can rewrite Eq.~36!,

d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2Nb
2

p2cT2t0
2 sin2 ue2q2a2

ug̃~v,u,T,d!u2. ~39!

When the time interval between two adjacent electron mic
pulses is a constants, we can expect that the CTR spectru
should present spikes at the frequencies oflv0 , wherev0

52p/s is the microbunching frequency, andl 51,2,... is an
integer. We numerically calculateug̃(v)u2, and plot it in
-

-

FIG. 5. Spectrum of coherent transition radiation calculated with Eqs.~37!
and ~38!, where T51 MeV, u510°, d550 mm, l051.053mm, and L
5142.
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Fig. 5, in which we takeu510°, T51 MeV, d550 mm,

l051.053mm, ands5l0 /c. As we expect, the CTR spec
trum reaches sharp maxima at the harmonics of the
quencyv0 . Since transition radiation is always coherent
the low frequency limit, the spectrum also has a maximum
v50. From Fig. 5, we can see that the intensity of the h
monics decreases very rapidly with the increase of the o
l , even though we assumed-like electron micropulses ar
generated at the front surface. For example,ug̃(2v0)u2 is just
about 8% of ug̃(v0)u2. With the inclusion of the angula
distribution, the intensity of high order harmonics shou
ea

li
f t
h

th
F

ar
v
b
t

R
. 7

u
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decrease more rapidly because of the factor exp(2q2a2) in
Eq. ~39!.

The CTR spectrum also depends other paramet
like the temperatureT and the target thicknessd, as seen
in Eq. ~37!. Because of the finite temperature, hot electro
disperse in velocity space. The shape of electron mic
pulses would be broadened in configuration space due
the velocity dispersion. Therefore, the microbunching am
tude decreases as the beam propagates in the target. Th
be seen more clearly from the functionN(t), which defined
as
N~t!5NE drdvf t~t,r,v!5
N

LT (
a51

L
~ t0 /~t2ta!!3 exp@2~1/A12~ t0 /~t2ta!!221!/T#

t0@12~ t0 /~t2ta!!2#3/2 . ~40!
the
get
ten-
the

ac-
. In
ving
w

d do
the
uld
m-
u-
in,

The
ion

dia-
ce,
ula-
N(t) is nothing but the number of electrons crossing the r
surface in unit time. In Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c! we plot this
function for d550, 100, and 200mm in the condition ofT
51.0 MeV. As seen in this figure, the microbunching amp
tude in the electron beam decreases with the increase o
target thickness. When the hot electron temperature is hig
the microbunching amplitude should also be larger if
beam propagates the same distance. This can be seen in
6~d!, 6~e!, and 6~f!, in which we plot the functionN(t) for
d550, 100, and 200mm, but in the condition ofT
52.0 MeV. The reason for this result is simple: since p
ticle velocity cannot exceed the light speed, the electron
locity dispersion becomes smaller when the temperature
comes higher. Because of these characteristics of
functionN(t), it is straightforward to conclude that the CT
intensity would have the similar properties. Shown in Fig
is the variation of CTR intensity atv5v0 with the target

FIG. 6. Number of hot electrons across the rear surface of the target in
time, whereN51011, L580, andT51 MeV in the left column andT
52 MeV in the right column, respectively.
r

-
he
er,
e
igs.

-
e-
e-
he

thickness and the temperature. As seen in this figure,
CTR decreases very rapidly with the increasing of the tar
thickness. When the temperature becomes higher, the in
sity is also higher, and the decreasing more slowly with
target thickness.

In the above discussion, we do not consider any inter
tions between the hot electrons and the target material
fact, electrons lose their energies, and change their mo
directions when they interact with the target material. Lo
energy electrons are even stopped inside the target, an
not cross the rear surface. With inclusion of these effects,
decreasing rate of CTR intensity with target thickness sho
be larger than that shown in Fig. 7, especially when the te
perature is low. In the calculation, we also neglect the infl
ence of the front surface. When the target is extremely th
the influence of the front surface should be considered.
finite thickness effect is relevant to the so-called format
zone, which was pointed out by Garibian.36 When the forma-
tion zone is longer than the target thickness, transition ra
tion from back surface is also influenced by the front surfa
and the radiation energy is suppressed. Theoretical calc

nit

FIG. 7. Intensity of CTR atv0 vs the target thicknessd.
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tion shows that as the target thickness approaches zero
transition radiation vanishes.33 The effect of formation zone
on transition radiation has been observed in experimen37

The formation zone in a medium with a dielectric constane
is given by37

Z5
bl

2pu12b~e2e sin2 u!1/2u
,

where l is the radiation wavelength. Sinceueu@1 in the
optical region for a conductor, the formation zone is mu
less than the radiation wavelength. In this meaning, our
culation is valid whend@l.

2. Two-dimensional case

Generally, hot electron beams produced in ultrainte
laser plasma interactions are not highly collimated, a
present rather large divergence angles. The phase fa
i (v2q•w)t in Eq. ~21! clearly shows that the main effect o
beam divergence on CTR spectrum is the Doppler freque
shift because of the tangential velocityw. The CTR spectrum
can be broadened due to the beam divergence. We as
that the tangential velocities of hot electrons are very slow
comparison with their longitudinal velocities. Denotingw
5b sinQ, andu5b cosQ, we expand the integrand in Eq
~21! in a power series ofw,

b cosQ@sinu2b sinQ cos~f2F!#

@~12b sinu sinQ cos~f2F!!22b2 cos2 u cos2 Q#

'
u

12u2 cos2 u Fsinu1w

3cos~f2F!S 2 sin2 u

12u2 cos2 u
21D G . ~41!

For the sake of analytical calculation, we further assume
the velocity distribution is given by

f v~v!5
1

2pT'

exp~2w2/T'! f ~u!, ~42!

whereT'!1. Substituting the expansion~41! into Eq. ~21!,
and using the formula

exp~2 iq•wt!5 (
k52`

`

~2 i !kJk~vtw sinu!eik(f2F),

and integrating Eq.~21! over F andw, we obtain

d2ECTR

dvdV
5

e2N~N21!

4p2c
sin2 ue2q2a2

3U E dtdu
exp~ ivt! f ~u!u

12u2 cos2 u
d~t2t0 /u!

3F12
i

2
vt sinuT'S 2 sin2 u

12u2 cos2 u
21D G

3exp~2v2t2 sin2 uT'/4!U2

.
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The factor exp(2v2t2 sin2 uT'/4) in this equation now
clearly indicates that the CTR spectrum is broadened du
the beam divergence. The frequency broadeningdv due to
this factor is about

dv;AT' sinuv. ~43!

When a series of micropulses is produced at the front s
face, the sharp spectral spikes shown in Fig. 5 should
come broader if the beam divergence cannot be neglec
Although the result~43! is dependent of the assumption~42!,
the conclusion that the beam divergence can broaden
CTR spectrum does not depend on this assumption. Notic
that T' is roughly the mean value ofw2 under the assump
tion ~42!, it is reasonable to rewrite Eq.~43! in a more gen-
eral form,

dv;A^w2& sinuv, ~44!

where^w2& is the mean value ofw2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed transition radiation from hot el
trons generated in laser plasma interactions. The total ra
tion from a hot electron beam has been separated into
parts: incoherent transition radiation~ITR! and coherent tran-
sition radiation~CTR!. The ITR spectrum just depends o
the electron velocities. The CTR spectrum is dependen
the charge configurations as well as their velocities. In g
eral, the formulas of the spectra of ITR and CTR are ve
complicated. For the sake of analytical calculation and s
plification, some reasonable assumptions are made in the
cussions. We find that the angular distribution of ITR can
rather flat in the hot electron temperature range of inter
and approaches that of the hot electron beam when the
peratureT is extremely high. The yield of ITR photons i
very low. It may be impossible to obtain any useful inform
tion from incoherent transition radiation because other rad
tion process could overwhelm it. The CTR intensity can
many orders of magnitude higher than the ITR intensity
particular wavelength region. Hence it is easier to meas
CTR spectrum in an experiment. The spectrum of CTR
determined by microbunching in the hot electron beam, fr
which we can infer the dominant heating process in the la
plasma interaction. The simplified model shows that the
tensity of CTR decreases with the increase of target th
ness, and increases with the increase of hot electron temp
ture. Finite beam divergence can broaden the CTR spect
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